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“One should return to one’s original true self, this is the real purpose of being human.
Therefore, once a person wants to practice cultivation, his or her Buddha-nature is
considered to have come forth. Such a thought is most precious, for this person to return
to his or her original true self and transcend the ordinary human level.”
Li Hongzhi, Zhuan Falun, p.5
The Harrowing of Hell is a very specific four year cycle of time defined by the Telektonon prophecy of
Pacal Votan as the period between Blue Galactic Storm (July 26, 2000), and White Spectral Mirror (July
25, 2004). In the cosmology of the Mayan prophecies of Nah Chan and the Dreamspell-Telektonon
synchronic order codes of the New Dispensation of Time, this cycle is not in the least arbitrary. This is
the time of testing of the human soul - of challenging and returning one’s being to its original true self
- which can only come about through some disciplined effort of self-cultivation.
In this regard the time of the Harrowing of Hell has been the most powerful time of testing of the
human soul in history. If you have truthfully seen through yourself and begun sincerely some form of
cultivation practice, then you may soon be graduating. If you have not taken up a personal cultivation
practice, it is not too late. Meditation, yoga, tai chi, falun dafa - as long as you are sincere in your
practice, then you may return to your original self and transcend the ordinary human level. That is
what is being called for during the final years of the closing of the cycle - a great collective spiritual
enlightenment. That is the only way to overcome the abyss of materialism into which the human
species has been plunged
Now, with less than a half year to go before the conclusion of this four year cycle, the Harrowing of
Hell, it is well to examine in depth the meaning of this cycle, what preceded it, and that to which it is a
prelude.
In Medieval times a harrow was a tool for pulverizing the soil. From this a secondary meaning was
derived, and that is to torment or to vex. Hence the expression was used to describe the period of
Christ’s “bardo”, the time between his death on Good Friday and resurrection Easter Sunday. That
“Saturday” in between was Christ’s Harrowing of Hell, his torment in the underworld to complete his
compassionate understanding of all realms.
It is by Christ’s experience and example that the four year Telektonon cycle of the Harrowing of Hell
takes its general as well as personal meaning. On the one side of the four years is the “Good Friday” of
the Seven Years of prophecy, 1993-2000 - the spreading of the message of the New time to a
humanity crucified on the cross of 12:60 globalization. The Four years of the Harrowing of Hell
represent the Saturday of Christ’s wandering among the lost in Hell. On the other side of that, the
Seven Years of the Mystery of the Stone signify the resurrection of Humanity in the New Time, the
release from the catastrophe of globalization.
In the Telektonon prophecy, each of the seven year cycles constitutes a Heptagonon of Mind. The first,
coincident with the Seven Years of Prophecy, is the Heptagonon of Mind of Heaven. This refers to the
imaginal articulation of the noosphere and the activation of its psi bank plates through the Rinri Project
synchronic order visualization exercises. The second Heptagonon of Mind is that of the Heptagonon of
Mind of Earth. This refers to the regeneration of the Earth for the Second Creation. During this sevenyear cycle, coincident with the Mystery of the Stone, the counterpart to the Seven Years of Prophecy,
the supremely divine nature of the human soul will be elevated through its own purification and
spiritual exercise, including the visualizations and synchronic disciplines summarized as the Perfection of
the Human Soul. For just as Christ realized and was uplifted through his divine nature, so will the
human soul, prepared by its own humility and self-cultivation, be uplifted for its resurrection and
regeneration in the New Time. Then shall the soul realize and remember once again its intrinsically
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divine nature.

But for all of this to come true depends on one’s continuing self-cultivation combined with unflinching
dedication to the study and practice of the codes of the synchronic order of the Law of Time. For at the
end of the Road to 2012 will be the long awaited Circumpolar Rainbow Bridge -partially glimpsed on the
day Out of Time just before the beginning of the Harrowing of Hell, by Cycle’s close, the full
magnificence of the Rainbow Bridge will be there for all to witness and undergo this supreme
transformation of the human mind and soul.

Crossing Over the Gate of Time: An interplanetary Episode
The Harrowing of Hell in the Dreamspell Genesis and Telektonon Codes
The four year cycle of the Harrowing of hell - 2000-2004 - is coextensive with the four year Campaign
for the New Time launched by the Foundation for the Law Time at the precise beginning of the
Harrowing of Hell. Because the world failed to heed the message of the Thirteen Moon calendar and
Telektonon prophecy during the seven years of prophecy, the Harrowing of Hell and the Campaign for
the New Time were inevitably determined.
The description of the Harrowing of Hell was first presented in the Rinri II, Vol. 1, No. 4 Newsletter,
before the end of the first of the four years, Blue Galactic Storm. The Harrowing of Hell was then
presented in the context of the Telektonon Cube of the Law Gate of Time, the four years 2000-2004
corresponding to the four stones that mark the top of that Gate in the 20 Tablets. (Please refer to the
20 Tablets of the Law of Time, Tablet 1 and Tablet 3, “The Gate of Time”) We then wrote:
The fourth time stone at the top of the right side gate is the stone of Pacal Votan, the Seventh Seer,
who, by radial cosmology, holds this fourth position. While completing the 208 weeks of the first SeedStorm Year Bundle, his stone marks the first year of the four year Campaign for the New Time, the
time of Shambhala on Earth. Between this stone and the seventh stone, atop the left-side portal of the
Gate of Time, the stone of the last of the Seven Seers, are two year stones, the keystones, as it were,
of the Gate of Time - 9 Seed and 10 Moon. There is nothing yet established in time beneath these
stones, they represent the sheer will of the Campaign for the New Time to achieve its prophetic
calendar change goal by the 52nd anniversary of the opening of the tomb of Pacal Votan. These four
years are critical in establishing the architecture of the synchronic order, otherwise known as the Gate
of Time.
The four years 2000-04, constitute a void cycle between two seven year Heptagonons of Mind: the
Seven Years of Prophecy, Heptagonon of Mind of Heaven, 1993-2000, and the Seven Years Mystery of
the Stone, Heptagonon of Mind of Earth, 2004-2011. The synchronic fractals of time code and interlink
the Seed-Storm Year Bundles through the bridge of time that crosses the Harrowing of Hell between
the two Heptagonons of Mind.... The Seed-Storm Year Bundles are characterized by the fractal
frequency of 208 weeks = 52 moons. The same frequency (208 weeks) characterizes the Campaign for
the New Time which crosses the synchronic time bridge spanning the Harrowing of Hell.
The Four Stones of Time of the Bridge over the Harrowing of Hell, 2000-2004
(Note: on the actual Bridge of Time Graphic, these are read in reverse order)
2000-01
4th Stone
8 Storm
Kin 99
52 Weeks
Campaign/

2001-02
5th Stone
9 Seed
Kin 204
104 Weeks
Campaign/

2002-03
6th Stone
10 Moon
Kin 49
156 Weeks
Campaign/
2

2003-04
7th Stone
11 Wizard
Kin 154
52 Weeks
Campaign/
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The graduation from the Harrowing of Hell occurs on the dawn of Blue Crystal Storm. At precisely that
point begins not only the seven years of the Mystery of the Stone, but the nine years of the Nine Lords
of Time, the Bolontiku. So the Blue Crystal Storm, Kin 259 will herald a magnificent opening and
expansion of the human soul into realms of higher synchronic consciousness undreamed of during this
intense cycle of testing, challenge and transformation. From this point, the spiritual and mental
evolution of the species will accelerate towards the noosphere.

Harrowing
208 Weeks
Year Bundle 1
Pacal Votan
49th Anniversary of the Tomb

Harrowing
Harrowing
52 Weeks
104 Weeks
Year Bundle 2 Year Bundle 2
Quetzalcoatl St. John of Patmos

Harrowing
156 Weeks
Year Bundle 2
Padmasambhava
52nd Anniversary of the
Tomb

What we have in this presentation is a four plus one year cosmology. Four years to mount the
Campaign for the New Time to offset the Harrowing of Hell, and then, the plus one year, the first year
of the testing and trial of the New Time. The goal, as stated in the earlier Rinri Newsletter, of calendar
change by the 52nd anniversary of the opening of the tomb of Pacal Votan has virtually been fulfilled.
What could not be accomplished, or what was accomplished only incompletely during the Seven Years
of Prophecy, is completed by the last year of the Harrowing of Hell.
The calendar change is victorious in that an unstoppable, rapidly growing critical minority of the human
species has accepted the new calendar, and for the first time in history, a calendar change is being
achieved at the popular level. That this is occurring as a global phenomenon is of supreme importance.
Hence the Great Calendar Change of 2004 is actually the formal opening of the Gateway to the Rood to
2012, a rolling time shift whose denouement is the closing of the cycle.
For the Campaign for the New Time, the 208 moons completed on Spectral Mirror, July 25, 2004, open
the door to the magic of Merlin’s tower. The eighth year of the sixteen year Cube of the Law, the last
year of the second Seed Storm year bundle make this final 52 weeks a type of ascending purgatory, a
transition from hell into the initiation of the resurrection in the New Time, the perfection of the human
soul. But this plus one year is the first year of the Mystery of the Stone and that is what is most
significant. Seen in this light, the Seven Years of Prophecy are now seen as an inevitable descent into
hell, while the seven years Mystery of the Stone are the equally inevitable ascent into paradise, Heaven
on Earth. In between the descent and the ascent is the Harrowing of Hell. Such an intense and
apocalyptic cycle could only be the manifestation of some deep and ancient karmic replay - the
unfolding of the final saga of the battle of the Heavens on Earth. Let us look more deeply and see what
meaning we might unearth,
First of all, what was written of the Harrowing of Hell, late in the Galactic Storm year, in relation to the
Seed Storm year bundles is, in retrospect, most prophetic:
"As the first Storm-Seed Year Bundle of 208 weeks is concluded, so also is the 49th year of the
opening of the tomb. This number - 49, or 7 x 7 - is the sign that the next three years (2001-2004)
represent a profound revolution of the spirit, a new genesis of the spirit on Earth. Only such a
profoundly revolutionized and purified spirit will withstand the Harrowing of Hell - the apocalyptic chaos
of the 12:60 in its collapse. In this light, it is also significant that the third year of the Campaign, 10
Moon, is Kin 49. Let this be a sign of what we must be prepared for in that fateful year of purification.
Finally, the fifth or plus one year of the Campaign, the year of the testing of the Calendar of Peace and
the first year of the Mystery of the Stone, the solar-galactic year 12 Storm, completes exactly 260
weeks of the Campaign, a perfect Tzolkin fractal to initiate and inaugurate the New Time."
These lines written only a few months before 9-11 describe perfectly what has been, and is still being
experienced personally and collectively during this cycle. The 208 steps to Merlin’s Tower soon to be
accomplished, the Campaign for the New Time will then metamorphose into the New Time Party. In the
final stage of purgatory, the Crystal Storm year, the Resurrection is prepared. What awaits us is a
major cosmic drama. Those of us who can grasp the significance and meaning of this time and who are
living by the codes of the synchronic order may anticipate a deepening journey into the fractal
wonderland of the Dominion of Time
3
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2004-05 Fifth or four plus one year - Purgatory
12 Storm Kin 259,
260 Week Campaign complete
208 Weeks Seed-Storm Year Bundle 2 Complete - 8 years AC complete
First Year Mystery of the Stone - Generate the Throne on Earth.
Shambhala on Earth - Single Luminous White “A”
First Bolontiku, Guardian of the Original 144,000

In the Sixteen year Cube of the Law, each Cube position is: one of the first sixteen solar seals Dragon-Warrior; a Telektonon Game of Prophecy Cube position; One of sixteen solar-galactic years 1997-2013; and fractally represent the first four castles of the Dreamspell Genesis or the first sixteen
Wavespells constituting the entirety of the Dragon and Monkey Geneses. These wavespells create a
fractal time compression of 1300 Dreamspell years per cube position. Each of these wavespells is
governed by a planetary ruler.
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Now that we are approaching this triumphant moment, it is important to understand better the
meaning of the Harrowing of Hell, its prelude and aftermath, according to the positions of the Sixteen
year Cube of the Law. While the description of the passage over the Gate of Time makes mention of
the Solar-Galactic years accorded to each of the “stones” of that crossing, the Harrowing of Hell is also
an ancient activation in the Dreamspell Genesis as it is fractally superimposed on the Sixteen year Cube
of Law. In the Dreamspell Genesis are held all of the fractal memory codes and patterns meant to be
reenacted, corrected and transformed during the closing of the cycle. This means that the Harrowing of
Hell represents the deepest pattern of karmic unlocking. The point is to locate its root meaning as an
interplanetary sequence prior to the history of our present Earth history episode.

To track the meaning of the Harrowing of Hell as an interplanetary karmic memory phenomenon, all we
need do is follow the planetary Wavespell pattern in its Cube sequence, paying attention to the
planetary ruler which is either Galactic-Karmic (GK) or Solar Prophetic (SP). This then is mapped on the
Dreamspell Genesis (Dreamspell Journey Board), where the Harrowing of Hell occurs from the second
position of the Alpha Transduce Cell, through both positions of the Equalize Cell, and concludes with the
first position of the Omega Transduce Cell - all on the outer Dragon Genesis circuit. Following is a table
of basic correspondences, emphasizing the Dreamspell Genesis in relation to the first ten Solar-Galactic
years ending with the conclusion to the Dragon genesis 2006-07:

Year
1997-98: 5 Seed
1998-99: 6 Moon
1999-00: 7 Wizard

Cube
Dragon
Wind
Night

Genesis Wavespell
Dragon: -23,987
Wizard: -22,687
Hand: -21,387

Wavespell Planet
GK Neptune Birth-Memory
SP Maldek Timelessness
GK Earth Accomplishment

Last Three Years of prophecy - Seven years of Prophecy Complete
Commence Four year Cycle Harrowing of Hell
2000-01:
2001-02:
2002-03:
2003-04:

8 Storm
9 Seed
10 Moon
11 Wizard

Seed
Serpent
World-Bridger
Hand

Sun: -20,087
Skywalker: -18,387
World-Bridger: -17,087
Storm: -16,187

GK Pluto Universal Fire (Alpha)
SP Mars Space Prophecy
GK Mars Death
SP Pluto (Omega)

Commence Seven Years Mystery of the Stone
2004-05: 12 Storm

Star

Human: -14,887

SP Earth Free Will

Eight Year Aboriginal Continuity Complete
Mental Pole Shift from Aboriginal Continuity (AC) to Cosmic Awareness (CA)
Commence Eight Years Cosmic Awareness
2005-06: 13 Seed
2006-07: 1 Moon

Moon
Dog

Serpent: -13,587
Mirror: -12,287

GK Maldek Sex-Life Force
SP Neptune Endlessness/Meditation

Dragon Genesis Complete
Begin Monkey Genesis
Looking at the Cycle of the Harrowing of Hell as an interplanetary memory event there are several
factors to note. The Seventh year of prophecy, the final step before the descent into Hell, is marked by
the Dreamspell Genesis Hand Wavespell of Galactic Karmic (GK) Earth. At the other end, the first year
of the Mystery of the Stone is Dreamspell Genesis Human Wavespell of Solar Prophetic (SP) Earth. In
other words, to enter the Harrowing of Hell you leave GK Earth and go to Sun Wavespell GK Pluto,
planet of the “Lord of the Underworld,” hence the place of death and transformation; while to depart
from Hell you leave Storm Wavespell SP Pluto and return to SP Earth - an astonishing symmetry! Think
of the Galactic Karmic energy as coming from the past, and the Solar prophetic as the vision from or
into the future.
Studying the location of the Harrowing of Hell as transposed back to the Dreamspell Genesis Program,
one can appreciate the symmetrical perfection of the timing of the Harrowing of Hell within the Sixteen
Year Cube of the Law. Truly nothing in the synchronic order is a coincidence, for between the entry into
Hell through the GK Pluto, and the exit through the SP Pluto are the two positions of Mars, back to
back.
Mars is sometimes called the dead planet, and lends its name to the Roman God of War. The first stop
after GK Pluto is SP Mars - Skywalker, Space-Prophecy power. However, the Skywalker SP Wavespell
5
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Table of Correspondences Telektonon 16 year Cube of the Law - Dreamspell Genesis

occurs in the Serpent GK Maldek Cube position, thus amplifying the karmic prophetic events of the
Solar Seed year, 2001-02, the year of the prophetically ordained 9-11. Following the apocalyptic signal
event came the fateful Planetary Moon Year, when the higher spiritual sorting out of realities and the
separation of the worlds began to occur in full force. This solar-galactic year superimposed over the GK
Martian World-Bridger Wavespell in the World-Bridger position made the Galactic Karmic Martian force
inescapable.

So the interplanetary saga of the Harrowing of Hell is this: The Resonant Wizard (SP Maldek) year, the
conclusion to the Seven Years of Prophecy, was fractally superimposed over the Galactic-Karmic Earth
Genesis Wavespell. This signified that the prophecy cycle brought Earth to the point of its maximum
karmic saturation. All hell was literally ready to break loose. The first year of the Harrowing, Galactic
Storm, is also SP Pluto, and, upon the entry into the Harrowing, this Plutonian Solar galactic year was
superimposed on the GK Pluto Genesis Sun Wavespell. This overlay of the Plutonian seals emphasized
that fourth dimensionally Earth had fully entered the Plutonian underworld.
The second and third years of the Harrowing of Hell saw the karmic underbelly of this fourthdimensional Harrowing rise up in full force as an unconscious Martian “total recall.” With the 9-11,
terrorism became the principle guiding hand behind all global political and social decision making. Now
in the fourth year we are riding the Solar Prophetic Plutonian Omega Storm wavespell, auguring a
regeneration and transformation. The fact that this superimposition occurs during a spectralizing SP
Maldekian Wizard year affirms a time of intensified and unprecedented spiritual transformation amidst
the chaos of the 12:60 technosphere in the grip of its own hell.
While it is easy to see the symmetry of the Harrowing of Hell as a voyage to the Martian planet of
death, entering and exiting through the Plutonian Underworld, the whole of it nested between the two
Earths which begin and end the Dreamspell Genesis Alpha and Omega Transduce Cells, the singular
time of the Harrowing of Hell becomes even more evident when mapped out on the Telektonon flows.
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It is most significant that before the end of the GK Martian saturated 10 Moon year, the two latest
missions to Mars were launched. Like some karmic joke, the robot vehicles now on Mars are called
“Spirit” and “Opportunity,” and their purpose is to search for signs of life on Mars, planet of death. Note
that the back side of the World-Bridger Dreamspell oracle chip reads “Death Equalizes Opportunity.”

© Galactic Research Institute of the Foundation for the Law of Time – www.lawoftime.org
Note that on the Telektonon flows, from the third wavespell GK Earth, there is a ride straight back up
to the Alpha GK Pluto position. Thence follows a shot crossing straight over to the SP Martian position
in the solar prophetic flow, crossing over to pick up the GK Martian Wavespell, and then, in inverse
symmetry back up to the final year in the Omega SP Pluto position. The exit from Hell then shoots back
down the Solar Prophetic flow to the eighth wavespell position, the SP Earth Human.
While studying the wavespell flow of the Harrowing of Hell, it is clear that the inverse symmetry pattern
of the journey from positions 4 to 7 (4:7::7::13) in the context of the entire Wavespell flow pattern
mapped out on the Telektonon flows as a whole is thoroughly remarkable and powerfully symmetrical.
When we see the entire Dreamspell Genesis Wavespell flows mapped out on the Telektonon GK and SP
Flows we are confronted with an incredible set of two inverse symmetry patterns. The Dragon genesis
7

forms one pattern, while the Monkey and Moon Geneses create the mirror inverse symmetry to the
Dragon Genesis. In studying this flow pattern, note that the Dragon Genesis fully incorporates five
planets, beginning and ending with Neptune Memory-Birth and Endlessness-Meditation, and the Monkey
Moon Geneses the other five planets. What is most significant, however, is the absolute and total flip
from the Dragon Genesis ending in SP Neptune, the commencement of the Monkey Genesis in SP
Venus.

It is significant that the Dragon Genesis includes the three planets of the lost words - Maldek, Mars and
Earth - Neptune the planet of memory and birth as its alpha and omega, and the GK Alpha and SP
Omega of the two flows - the planet Pluto. The Monkey-Moon genesis contain the 12:60 power planets
Jupiter and Saturn, the source of the materialism of the historical cycle, as well as Earth’s guide and
electromagnetic twin, Uranus, and Venus, the allied instinct planet of beauty and magic, and finally, the
Alpha SP and GK Omega, Mercury. To think that this is all information stored and loaded into the 13:20
matrix of the Harmonic Module (Tzolkin) is quite stunning to contemplate.
Seen in this light, the journey of the Harrowing of Hell in the Dragon Genesis, is actually an interlude in
a higher harmony. Descending from Pluto, the lower vibrational memory of Mars is scooped up and
returned to Pluto for its transformation. Thence the return is made to Earth so that the resurrection in
time - the Mystery of the Stone might commence during the Blue Crystal Storm Year. Note that from
Storm Genesis Wavespell, the return to Earth inaugurates a Storm year. This means the time of
spiritual transformation will continue apace, through the conclusion of the AC template and the
springing of the AC Manitou on Blue Crystal Night, Day Out of Time 2005.
The revelation of the
us to see the nature
thing as disorder or
spiritual evolutionary
star, Velatropa 24.

Telektonon and the synchronic codes of the Law of Time are precisely to enable
of time in this enlightened way. At the fourth dimensional level there is no such
even Hell, but merely stages and processes of transformation within a higher
path coded into the interplanetary patterns of the consciousness circuits of our
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Note also that there is a constant alternating stitching between the two flows. The Dragon Genesis
begins the alternation with the GK flow, ending in the SP; while the Monkey-Moon genesis flow begins
in the SP and ends in the GK. The Alpha Omega of the Dragon Genesis, Neptune, is complemented by
the antipode planet Venus, holding the Alpha and Omega of the Monkey-Moon Geneses. In the
Telektonon circuits, Neptune and Venus hold circuit two - the Allied Memory - Instinct circuit, crystal
power of 32. What begins as telepathic memory is completed as allied instinct, synthesized in the
telepathic power of the crystal to store memory as instinct and instinct as memory.

Long Count-Dreamspell Correlation in the Synchronic Order,
March 1, 2000-February 28, 2004 and March 1, 2004-February 28, 2008

Very recently Dr. Jarle Lillemoen, Ph.D, has created a “Proposal for Leap-Day Intercalation Schedule of
Wizard Count Dreamspell that Improves the Accuracy of the Synchronometer 23-fold over the
Gregorian System on Long Time scales.” This Proposal, available for study in the Great Calendar
Change Section, recommends that the new intercalation schedule be implemented as a second day out
of time in 2012, at which point, the Gregorian calendar would no longer be used, even as a calibrator.
The new intercalation schedule is based on a Mercury count. Mercury’s synodical cycle of 116 days (29
x4) is one day short of being nine thirteen day Wavespells (9 x13 =117). The coordination of Mercury
and Saturn cycles with the Wavespell and Castle Count, create a basis of tracking the irregular wobble
of Earths astronomical swivel, with greater accuracy than the Gregorian system. An intercalational day
occurs every 29 castles of 52 days or 1508 days = 1507 +1 intercalated day = 13 Mercury cycles of
116 days = 4 Saturn cycles of 377 days.
In Dr. Lillemoen’s proposal, the True (Long) Count is maintained as the third-dimensional calculation
root of the intercalations. This is as it should be, and as followers of the Dreamspell Wizard Count
recognize, the continuity of the True or Long Count creates a secondary vibrational timing frequency
that is rich in what it offers to the patterning of the synchronic order.
Even in the four year cycles of the current Gregorian system, the correlation between the Long Count
and the Wizard’s Count gives us a patterning that has a duration of four years. For instance during this
recent cycle between March 1, 2000 and February 28, 2004, roughly five moons short of the entire
cycle of the Harrowing of Hell, a specific pattern of synchronization occurred between the Dreamspell
Wizard’s Count and the Long Count. On the Dreamspell Count, on Gregorian leap years, February 28 Galactic Moon 22, - always falls on a Monkey Day, while March 1 always falls on a Human day. From
these dates on the Dreamspell Count, the four-year correlation pattern can be made with the Long
Count.
On March 1, 2000, Galactic Moon 23 - Navigation Tower - it was the day Self-existing Human
Dreamspell Wizard’s count. On the Long Count it was the Day Uac Ik - White Rhythmic Wind. That
means that this year, on the Long Count, February 29 will be Lahun Ik - 10 Wind. This also gives us
the formulation for determining the synchronization code between every Dreamspell Wizard date and
the Long Count date during the current cycle. Whatever date it is on the Dreamspell during the cycle
March 1, 2000 and February 28, 2004, the Long Count date is always the same Earth family, antipode
color, and two tones ahead, e.g. 4 Human = Yellow Human = Core family; antipode = White Wind, two
tones forward from Self-Existing Four = Rhythmic Six. So we determine that during this four year cycle
the difference between the Wizard’s count and the Long Count has been 50 kin , e.g. 4 Human = Kin
212, 6 Wind = Kin 162; 212 - 162 = 50.
Now with regard to the Harrowing of Hell, for any day until this next February 29, the difference of the
Counts being 50 Kin results in a fascinating program. For anyone’s birthday during this four year cycle,
your Long Count correlation was always your birthday two year’s hence! For example, on my four
birthday’s during this cycle, here is the pattern:
7.15,
7.15,
7.15,
7.15,

2001
2002
2003
2004

=
=
=
=

8 Dragon Wizard’s Count
9 World-Bridger Wizard’s Count
10 Monkey Wizard’s Count
11 Warrior Wizard’s Count

=
=
=
=

10
11
12
13

Monkey Long Count
Warrior Long Count
Dragon Long Count
World-Bridger Long Count

=
=
=
=

7.15
7.15
7.15
7.15

2003
2004
2005
2006

Wizard’s
Wizard’s
Wizard’s
Wizard’s

Try it out on your birthday. You'll see the same pattern. This means that for the most part during the
Harrowing of Hell we were all living out or receiving karmic patterns two year’s hence. This would
9
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Within a few weeks on the Gregorian calendar it will be that famous and oddest day of all, February 29.
Since the purpose of the Dreamspell Wizard’s Count is to maintain the purity of a constant mapping of
the fourth dimensional synchronic order, February 29 is never counted. Instead, in order to maintain a
correlation with the Gregorian calendar (only until 2012), an intercalary date is interposed between
Galactic Moon 22 and Galactic Moon 23 (February 28-March 1), 0.0. Hunab Ku.

confusing pace of life that we've been
the Harrowing of Hell. Events that were
previsions of outcomes two year’s hence.
actually functions of events and outcomes

As this pattern has been set as a two year flashback-prevision, we can anticipate that until 2007, the
karmic gyrations will continue to twist and tear the world asunder. But your awareness of the pattern is
what makes the difference between being a victim of unconscious forces, or being a captain of your
destiny. Once you know this information the choice is yours. The world depends on your increasing
awareness and making conscious what was unconscious. By 2007 and after, a new pattern will be the
norm, but by the entry into the fractal overlay of the Monkey Genesis, Lunar Wizard, 2007, the world
will have been radically changed yet again. We may anticipate a great shift in the actual processes of
the world. The old world may then be definitively finished, economically and spiritually. A breath of
fresh air and New Time will be a healing balm to the world soul.
When we get to 0.0. Hunab Ku Lahun Ik or White Planetary Wind, February 29, 2004, a new four year
synchronization pattern will be germinated. The following day there will be only 49 kin difference
between the Wizard’s and the Long Count. Galactic Moon 23, Yellow Galactic Human on the Dreamspell
Wizard Count will be Blue Spectral Night on the Long Count. That 49 kin difference accounts for a
formula: for whatever day on the Dreamspell Wizard Count on the Long Count it will be three tones
and one Earth family forward, and one color back from the Dreamspell Kin. Yellow Galactic (8) Human
(Core) = Blue (one color back) Spectral (11) three tones forward and Night (Signal) one Earth family
forward. This will yield vastly different range of patterns of synchronization. One of the most interesting
of these, however, is the pattern of the Day Out of Time for the next four years.
Beginning with the White Spectral Mirror, the Day Out of Time will prefigure Solar-Galactic New Years,
two year’s hence. Here are the Wizard’s-Long Count correlations:
Wizard's Count Day Out of Time
Long Count
SG New Year's
2004 White Spectral Mirror, Kin 258 - 49 = Kin 209, Red Magnetic Moon
= 7.26, 2006
2005 Blue Crystal Night, Kin 103 - 49
= Kin 54, White Lunar Wizard
= 7.26, 2007
2006 Yellow Cosmic Star, Kin 208 - 49
= Kin 159, Blue Electric Storm
= 7.26, 2008
2007 Red Magnetic Skywalker, Kin 53 - 49 = Kin 4, Yellow Self-Existing Seed = 7.26, 2009
(Don’t forget, on Gregorian New Year’s 2004 it was Red Magnetic Skywalker as well.)
These are actually indications of good opportunity for Day Out of Time time travel and rearrangement
of the synchronic order - “fixing the future.”

Red Crystal Storm Edition of the Dreamspell
The Gateway to the Road to 2012
For over 5,100 years the human has been increasingly on a path of materialism, so much so that the
entire thirteen baktuns can be characterized as the cycle of historical materialism. This cycle of
materialism can also be characterized as the “path of adversity,” for materialism is adverse to spiritual
wisdom. With the closing of the cycle, the path of adversity is ending. The Road to 2012 is the path of
ever evolving spiritual wisdom, lost for such a long time, now being disclosed again. Only the spiritual
path trod by warriors of light in tune with the New Time will lead to the goal of Universal enlightenment
at the Omega Point 2012.
When we honestly contemplate the present state of world affairs we see a condition of profound
confusion, chaos, terrorism, war and moral degeneration. The world soul is crying for an upliftment. The
path has become so adverse, the soul is thirsting and longing for a spiritual refreshment, a return to
simplicity and genuine freedom. For those of us following the codes of the Law of Time, we have
certainty that the Thirteen Moon calendar is the universal solvent, the beginning of a return path
leading to higher spiritual wisdom. And we know that the next solar-galactic synchronization, Blue
Crystal Storm, is the “red letter” day that opens the door to the ultimate time shift - the Gateway to
the Road to 2012. To assist in the Journey to the soul’s Omega point, a new edition of the Dreamspell
has just been produced - the Traveler Dreamspell, so-called because it is basically a CD sized version of
10
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account for the vastly accelerating karma and perhaps
experiencing in our lives and in the world at large during
occurring to you, for instance, in the Solar Seed year were
Events of the Planetary Moon and Spectral Wizard year are
during the Crystal Storm and Cosmic Seed years!

the original. With this new enhanced edition of the Dreamspell, the codes of the Law of Time,
developed subsequent to the first edition, can now be studied in an easy, user-friendly manner. The
Traveler Dreamspell can rightfully be called the Earth Wizard’s Bible of the Synchronic Order. All the
codes of time are all locked in the different templates and boards constituting this little gem. It’s
publication could not be more timely. Its updating includes the seven plasmas coding the days of the
week on the galactic compass slipcover, a redone Human Holon, and a greatly improved Galactic
Compass. Only Gregorian correlate dates are given on the green ring, while on the back side, the 52
year cycle year-bearers are color coded and marked by their seals.

As I pondered this most unusual error, wondering how it could have occurred, I realized that it was the
absolutely perfect error for this first edition of the Traveler Dreamspell. The Galactic Federation wanted
it this way to draw our attention to the fact that July 26, 2004, Blue Crystal Storm, is a red letter day,
a red alert to planet Earth. This day, the release from the Harrowing of Hell, is the prophetic moment
ushering in not only the calendar change time shift, but the return of the Nine Bolon Tiku, the Nine
Lords of Time and Destiny, as well as the Seven Years of the Mystery of the Stone. This Red Crystal
Storm sounds the final wake up call to all humanity, a call first sounded with the Harmonic
Convergence of 1987.
From Blue Crystal Storm to Blue Crystal Hand, Rhythmic Solstice 2012, there are less than eight and
one half years. The gateway to the Road to 2012 is formally opened on this the Blue Crystal Storm.
The count down to 2012 has already begun. The fever for 2012 in the popular imagination is already
occurring. Just check out “2012: Dire Gnosis” at http://www.diagnosis2012.co.uk (not the only 2012
web site!) to see how 2012 is a growing factor in pop consciousness. You can find out even how many
days are left to December 21, 2012 - 3238 days as of Blue Cosmic Monkey, Galactic Moon 2, when we
last checked in. That means 3238 days to get our act together. Apocalyptic and visionary sound tracks
are already anticipating this unprecedented moment - the Closing of the Cycle. Yes, 2012 is truly
serious business:
A NEW MILLENNIUM
THE LAND WAS DRY
AND THE WEATHER
IN GLOBAL CHAOS
OUT OF THOSE LOST
MAYAN CENTURIES
ROSE A TALE ...
OF A PROPHET, CHILAM BALAM
OF THE RETURN OF A KING
OF A CELESTIAL ALIGNMENT
WHEN DEATH WAS A DREAM....
http://www.diagnosis2012.co.uk
The world soul is in anguish, and among the increasingly disaffected masses of the hybrid postHiroshima planetary human, 2012 has become an apocalyptic rallying cry. As I have meditated upon
the closing of the cycle over the past year, it has become increasingly clear, and ever more obvious,
that the path of spiritual evolution opened up by the Law of Time is the sole way of unifying the world
soul. To devote oneself wholeheartedly to the cause of the Law of Time is the highest spiritual
fulfillment. It is a cause fraught with personal sacrifice, but that is as it should be. The genuine spiritual
life represents a sacrifice of the lower self to the higher self. The lower self ensnared by historical
materialism on the path of adversity, must now be sacrificed altogether to attain the goal. All who truly
wish to attain this goal must now consider the sacrifice of the lower self. This means facing the ego
demon in yourself altogether and with great exertion pulling all of its tentacles out of your soul. This is
not an easy task, but in consideration of the stakes, it is what must be accomplished. The reward is the
11
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And it is on the Galactic Compass back side of this first edition that we find one notable “error.” There,
on the outermost rim of the “tree ring of time,” the 52 year cycles coded by the solar galactic
synchronization dates, inclusive of the Galactic Signatures of the 52 kin, there is one singularity: Blue
Crystal Storm is not Blue, but Red Crystal Storm!!! Why, of all the 52 galactic signatures was the only
error in the exchange of blue for red on the July 26, 2004 Blue Crystal Storm date?

The genuine spiritual regimen is a simple but totally demanding one. Absolute submission to God, the
Higher Power, whatever and however this may be conceived, a fearless moral inventory, and the
disciplined cultivation of your mind and body by whatever techniques suitable to your temperament.
Along side the apocalyptic visionary 2012 pop culture, what is required is the formation of a Galactic
Culture based on the Law of Time that will rise like a phoenix from the ashes of history. To succeed in
the construction of the foundation of Galactic Culture, know your own mind, clean your soul, live with
your brothers and sisters all planetary kin in the New Time. The Dreamspell of Galactic Culture is ready
to lay its Foundations. Enjoy the White Spectral Mirror Day Out of Time with “Visions of a New
Humanity” and a “Festival of the Future.” Then, on Blue Crystal Storm, announce that the calendar has
changed and that the time shift has begun in earnest - Thirteen Moons is the path to 2012. To
overcome the path of historical adversity, take up the Thirteen Moon calendar. This is a simple solution
that is also an intelligent choice.
And let us not forget, there is a Rinri rainbow bridge at the end of the road. God is true to His
covenant. After the flood, God made a covenant with Noah and all of life on earth - the biosphere - that
the rainbow is a sign of his covenant with the earth; that never again will a deluge destroy this Earth.
Whenever a rainbow appears from behind the clouds this is a sign of His covenant. Once the clouds of
history begin to dissolve in 2012, a rainbow bridge - God’s promise for the descendants of Adam and
Noah - will ring the Earth. Read about God’s Rainbow Covenant in Genesis the first book of the Bible:
9:12. and God said, ”This is the sign of the covenant I am making between me and you
and every living creature, a covenant for all generations to come. 9:13. I have set my
Rainbow in the clouds and it will be the sign of the covenant between me and the
Earth. 9:14. Whenever I bring clouds over the Earth and the rainbow appears in the
clouds, 9:15, I will remember my covenant between me and you and all living creatures of
every kind. Never again will the waters become a flood to destroy the earth. 9:16.
Whenever the rainbow appears I will see it and remember the Everlasting Covenant
between God and all living creatures of every kind on Earth.” 9:17. God said to Noah, “This
is the sign of the covenant I have established between me and all life on the Earth.”
Genesis, 9:12-17
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recovery of your true or original self, the memory of the divine command inscribed before creation in
your heart (Quran 7:172), the awakening to your buddha nature.

Synopsis of UR Runes and Codon Keys, Blue Crystal Storm Year
Eighth year Sixteen Year Cube of the Law
First Year Mystery of the Stone - First Bolontiku
Cube Eight Star Elegance

During the Blue Self-Existing Storm Year, the Rinri Project was initiated. This began the activation of
the psi bank and the sending of the magnet of be-ness between the teams in the North and the South.
This activation triggered the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time and the Sixteen Year Cube of the Law
(1997-2013), resulting in the practice of Cubing the Codon in thirteen week permutation sequences.
Begun in the Overtone Seed year, fifth year of prophecy, this practice intensified the activation of the
psi bank, the awakening of the noosphere. In the following years the plasma radion cube practice was
added to the Cubing of the Codon. This was important with regard to the rainbow science of triggering
the Rainbow Bridge. At the conclusion of the seventh year of prophecy, the four year first stage of the
Rinri project was complete. Though the rainbow bridge was not yet sprung into manifestation, there
were many signs, not the least of the them the crop circle in England just two days prior to the
experiment depicting the electromagnetic Earth with its rings.
However, the timing frequency had not shifted, the calendar change had not yet affected a critical
minority, and so came the Harrowing of Hell and an additional psi bank activation practice, the four
years of the Elder Futhark. The purpose of this final practice was to activate and open the 24 psi
nimboid membranes governing the psi bank. This practice, to be concluded at the end of the Harrowing
of Hell, is especially critical to the manifestation of the AC Manitou. While the psi chrono units are
activated on a daily basis according to the Telektonon play, the Cubing of the Codon activates in depth
the psi bank in its structural pattern as two symmetrical halves, the galactic brain on Earth.
During the first eight years the first half of the galactic brain, the AC Manitou, is awakened. A key part
of this awakening is by the Elder Futhark runes activating the psi nimboid membranes, for the Elder
Futhark are the most aboriginal of the runes. By coordinating the Codons in large groups of sixteen per
psi nimboid plate, the Futhark practice has subliminally strengthened the conscious push of the
Campaign for the New Time. A critical minority of humans are now sufficiently committed to the New
Time. The idea of calendar change has been seeded in the human biomass as an irreversible
evolutionary choice. On Blue Crystal Night, Day Out of Time 2005, the AC Manitou will awaken. The
Tribes of Time may take this as the signal that their moment to resurface on Earth has finally come.
Greatly aiding the arousal of the AC Manitou is that Blue Crystal Storm is the first year of the Bolon
Tiku or Nine Lords of Time, the Guardian of the Original 144,000. Also known as the Single luminous
White A, this first Lord of Time is the Great initiator. It is his job to initiate the first year of the Mystery
of the Stone - Victory Targets Mystery of the Stone. How do we tune into the Lords of Time?
Remember: The lord’s of time are latent in the orbital ring of Earth’s path around the sun. Since it is
the closing of the cycle, the Nine Lords are waking up. Like psychic giants maintaining Earth in her
orbital ring, you can think of each Lord of Time being awakened, one major articulation per Moon. The
first six moons the right side of the body is awakened - Magnetic Moon ankle, Lunar Moon knee etc.
The seventh moon the neck and spine are awakened, then in the Galactic Moon the right left shoulder,
the Solar Moon left elbow, etc. to the Cosmic Moon when the left ankle is finally awakened, and the
Day Out of Time the Bolon Tiku is thoroughly aroused! More instructions will follow in "Excalibur,
Telektonon Supplement Manual: The Mystery of the Stone and the Bolon Tiku."
As the first Bolon Tiku is aroused, the awakening of the AC Manitou will be experienced as a mental
quickening, a perceptible mind shift - one half of the psi bank, electrified as it were. The telepathy will
increase, especially among those following the synchronic codes of time. Signals to return to the Earth
will become stronger. Earth based alliances of communities, the New Time Party, will become ever more
important as the manifestation of the Aboriginal Continuity. To learn more, let us look at the UR Rune
13
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For those who have been following the synchronic codes of the Law of Time since the commencement
of the Rinri Project, the occasion of this Newsletter, the coming year, Blue Crystal Storm is as
momentous as any year so far. This is because the Year of the Blue Crystal Storm completes the first
of two eight year cycles - the Aboriginal Continuity. At the end of this coming year on the day Blue
Crystal Night, the AC Planetary Manitou will be sprung into conscious manifestation. What does this
mean?

Codon sequences for the Blue Crystal Storm year and see how they complete the Aboriginal Continuity:

The UR Rune: The Red left handed swastika represents the turning of time into the fourth
dimension or “heaven,” the counter clock wise turn symbolizing the entry into the New
Time, the beginning of Heaven on Earth, the completion of the Way of the Tree. This
signifies the definitive return to the ancient and timeless order of the Earth, represented by
the tree. A traditional Zen teaching states, “Learn the backward step that turns the light
inwards to illuminate the self.” The backward step is the stopping of outer attachment to
the values and beliefs of the 12:60 world, and making the counterclockwise turn with the
light of meditation and prayer inwards to illuminate the true self. Only the true self walks
the road to 2012 in a genuine manner. Since this is the completion of the Way of the Tree,
it is a good time to plant a tree and truly establish the aboriginal continuity.
The Codon: 8, The Unity of the People shows the Heart Moon Crystal exalted in the upper
telepathic position, and the Space of Earth below, supporting the Heart Moon Crystal. There
are five yin lines representing a high degree of receptivity. Structurally the sole yang line
holds the ruling position in the fifth place, which is highly favorable. What this indicates is a
rule of the heart which is compassionate and open, exalted by the Earth itself. This is how
the Unity of the People is attained - a strong and simple heart can hold all of the other lines
in a unified field. This is how natural leadership works in attaining a Unity among the
People. This principle is important to all 13:20 community experiments. Who would lead and
be followed, can only lead with the heart.
Second Quarter, Weeks 14 - 26.
Way of Conduct, Stage 8. Conduct Unifies the Way. Codon 16, The People Triumph
The UR Rune: Conduct Unifies the Way completes the Way of Conduct. The six pointed
star - Seal of Solomon - is enclosed in a circle. the star is actually a male and female
triangle perfectly joined. This represents equality of the sexes working cooperatively in
spiritual partnership. It also signifies within oneself, the union of masculine and feminine
principles to create a balance of energy, and even of a certain androgyneity, a
transcendence or sublimation of sexuality. The circle represents perfection within the fourth
dimensional order of time. To unify the sexes in spiritual equality, and within oneself as a
balance of feminine and masculine energies is truly how Conduct unifies the Way. History is
characterized by sexual imbalance and an exaggerated promiscuous sexuality. That is an
abuse of the Way of Conduct. Natural morality stems from the perception of spiritual
equality of the sexes.
The Codon: 16, Triumph of the People. Like Unity of the People there is only one yang
line, this time in the fourth place. The upper triplet is Energy/Arousing Being, the lower
triplet again is Space or Earth. This shows thunder, as telepathic energy emerging from the
Earth. This is a sign of the people who arise triumphantly from the Earth, unified in the
New Time. The image of thunder also denotes music and ceremony that accompany the
Triumph of the People. When music is understood as a natural force like the wind or
thunder and performed by giving oneself to the higher flow of telepathic resonance from the
great cosmic beyond, then it serves a powerful purpose for helping to catalyze and
creatively release repressed psychic energy among the people. This is how music will aid in
the Triumph of the People.
Third Quarter, Weeks 27 - 39.
Way of the Telepath, Stage 8. Time Travel Unifies the Mind. Codon 56, Voyaging
The UR Rune: Time Travel Unifies the mind completes the Seventh Way of the Telepath.
The UR Rune depicts the sign of the telepathic temple “T” sign in both directions, enclosed
in the circle of unity. The temple is the holon structure of the body, which is the carrier of
the telepathic transmission lines. When telepathy has been incorporated as the temple, it
means that the body structure is the receiver-transmitter of the telepathic signals. When
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First Quarter, Weeks 1 - 13.
Way of the Tree, Stage 8. Tree of Time Turns Heaven. Codon 8, Unity of the People.

The Codon: 56, Voyaging, shows the Sun Vision Crystal in the upper telepathic position
and the Mountain/Meditation in the supportive lower position. The meaning of this Codon,
which is the “stop” codon, signifying the conclusion of the physical evolutionary process, is
totally congruent with the UR Rune, Time Travel Unifies the Mind. For when the physical
evolution has been attained and hence stopped, the spiritual-mental evolution continues. In
the traditional I Ching it says that fire atop the mountain doesn't stay long but soon passes
to the next mountain top. This is the idea of voyaging - the “time traveler,” released from
the mountain of meditation, voyages out of the body to the next “station.” We are talking
here about the expansion of human potential beyond the physical planes of existence.
Fourth Quarter, Weeks 40 - 52. Ripen
Way of the Galactic Octave, Stage 8. Galactic Octave Unifies the Dimensions. Codon 64, Prepared.
The UR Rune: Galactic Octave Unifies the Dimensions completes the eighth way of the
Galactic Octave. The rune shows the circle of perfection transected by a vertical line. While
in the preceding year the circle is transected by a horizontal line indicating space and
gravitational balance, the vertical line represents pure fourth-dimensional consciousness
that is able to project itself simultaneously into all the dimensions, the higher as well as the
lower, unifying them in time as a galactic resonance. To attain this is to become a living
note in a cosmic symphony conducted by God in the highest universe realm. The galactic
octave depends on one hundred percent integrity of being - Way of Conduct is the
foundation, and assumes some skill in telepathic projection. Again this is more an
evolutionary possibility than something that can be accomplished in the present time. But if
the evolutionary possibilities are not articulated how can we know where we are going?
The Codon: 64, Prepared, is the eighth stage of the eighth way, hence this Codon is the
last in the sequence of 64. In the Sixteen year Cube of the Law, it completes the AC
Manitou, because the seventh and eighth UR strands represent the aboriginal future
telepathically grounded in the present, assuring that the closing of the cycle has already
occurred in a harmonious way. So we are Prepared for the present by being already in the
Future. The upper telepathic triplet is the Sun Vision Crystal, and the lower supporting
triplet is its complement, the Moon Heart Crystal. The yin and yang lines are all in the
opposite places. Everything is in a condition of readiness, appropriate for the final Codon of
the AC Planetary Manitou, in preparation for initiating the eight year CA cycle. Codon 64
consists of the same binary letter thrice, Mind, so it is the complement of Codon 1, which is
the binary letter Time three times (just as 63, binary letter Radiance X 3, complements
Codon 2, Space binary letter Space x 3). Thus, the AC Manitou is completed as a mind
teaching of the galactic brain. “Own your own time and you will know your mind.”

Synchronic Code Readout
White Spectral Wizard Year, 2003-04
Year Seven, Sixteen Year Cube of the Law.
Second Seed-Storm Year Bundle, Year 3, Week 130, Moon 34
Harrowing of Hell, Year Four, Week 186, Moon 47
15
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telepathy becomes time travel, the third quarter rune for this seventh year of the sixteen
year Cube of the Law, that means that telepathy can be practiced as the means of
projecting into different times or parallel universes. This, of course, takes consummate skill
and depends upon a highly concentrated ego-free mind. Telepathy then is a perfectly
concentrated thought projected to a target for the purpose of restoring a balance of
knowledge. The point is that now, as the cumulative seventh and eighth steps of the Way
of the Telepath, the potential can be realized. When it says Time Travels Unifies the mind,
this means that the very act of concentrating the mind for the creation of a telepathic-time
travel projectile, causes a unification of the mind; or conversely unless the mind is
thoroughly unified and cleansed of any hidden agendas it cannot practice telepathic time
travel. In this way telepathy and time travel are the inevitable outcome of prolonged
practice in meditation, understood as the creative springboard to the evolving path of
spiritual wisdom.

Dynamics of Time, 13.2: “ Whole body time transport is the capacity to extend through the now into
continuing and super conscious. This is achieved through total holographic projection whose quality is
proportionate to the vividness and completeness of the alternative fourth-dimensional personality to
incorporate the third-dimensional body sensation usually referred to as self.”
“... the last and only hope for spiritual renewal and salvation, immediate acceptance and adoption of
the 28-day, thirteen-moon way, the calendar Telektonon. “And he had a name written that no man
knew but himself.” (Revelations 19:12). And that name is Telektonon.”
Telektonon Prophecy, Skywalker section 13, verse 83
This newsletter is presented as a service to all planetary kin by
Dr. Arcturus, Planetary Healing Doctor (Ph.D.)
also known as Valum Votan, Closer of the Cycle,
Klatu Barada Nikto! The Galactic Federation Comes in Peace!
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Cube Seven Hand-Accomplishment, Fourth Year Second Creation,
Restoration of the Garden. Witness Divine Self-Regeneration of the Earth Wizards.
20 Tablets: Annual Chronograph Tablet 7, Padmasambhava,
All Prophecy Fulfilled, All Prophets Redeemed Forever.
Chronograph: Dragon Genesis, Storm Wavespell Seven, White Northern Castle Court of Death.
Unconscious Internalizing Telepathy Circuit, Plane of Spirit.
Chronograph Moon Kin 86: White Galactic World-Bridger, -15,487 to -15,387
Elder Futhark, Moon of Jera Ascending - Jera is the Law of Alternation
Galactic Hawk Moon of Integrity,
Kali 4 “My name is the glorious lotus born. I catalyze the Light Heat Within.” Love Recharge.
Kin 93: Red Lunar Skywalker, Human Wavespell
Vinal, 19 Yax, “The student lifts her/his head up taking account of what is not yet ripe.”
Psi Chrono Unit: Kin 93: Red Lunar Skywalker
SBTS: 9.18
Telektonon Prophecy: Day 4, Baktun 4, Sacred Mountain of the West
Quarterly Codon Rune 55: Wisdom Arousing, Telepathy Becomes Time Travel, Stage 3
Weekly Codon Cube, 32 Mind Enduring, “Binary order defines movement of space” fourth line, yang,
Codon Cube back.
Red Overtone Chromatic 40: Moon - Skywalker, Spectral Universal Water - Lunar Space Chromatic
Red Week One: Claim Power of Prophecy - Red Knowledge Initiates View
Harmonic 24. Overtone Output: “Express Intelligence of Radiance”
Biphasic Codon, 61 Inner Space. “Galactic Octave Resounds as Mind.”
7:7::7:7 First Week, Red Analog Time Atom, Kali Establishes
Futhark Rune 4, Ansuz sent from South to North
Leaf of the Initiation, “Ansuz is the Breath of Votan that initiates the Initiation”
Ansuz/Kali Cube Back, Secret Center (Svadhisthana) Chakra, PNM 4, Afro-Eurasian Plate 1
Yellow Magnet sent from North to South from/to Red Solar Plexus

